
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Thursday, July 13, 2017 

8 AM – 5 PM 

Hyatt Regency Denver, Colorado 
 

•  A G E N D A  •  

 

 Call to Order and Administrative Items ......................................................................................................... Mike Wise 

1. Review of Past Action Items .......................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

2. MOPC Update ....................................................................................................................................... Paul Malone 

3. High Priority Study Considerations ...................................................................................................... Lanny Nickell 

4. Interconnection Seams Study ................................................................................................................ Jay Caspary 

5. Zonal Placement Update ........................................................................................................................ Paul Suskie 

6. Additional Z2 Resettlement .................................................................................................................... Paul Suskie 

7. Export Pricing Task Force Update ............................................................................................................ Mike Wise 

8. Exit Study Task Force Update .......................................................................................................... Jake Langthorn 

9. Behind the Meter Task Force Update............................................................................................. Heather Starnes 

10. Strategic Plan Update .................................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

11. Summary of Action Items .............................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 

12. Discussion of Future Meetings ...................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

            September 26, 2017               Joint FC/SPC Meeting, Dallas 

            October 19, 2017                     SPP Corporate Center 

Executive Session 
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Strategic Planning Committee  Meeting No. 102 
June 2, 2017 

 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Friday, June 2, 2017 

AEP Office, 8th Floor Renaissance Tower, Dallas, Texas  
•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order and Administrative Items 

Mike Wise (GSEC) called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM.  Members present included: Jake Langthorn 
(OGE); Richard Ross as proxy for Venita McCellon-Allen (AEP); Larry Altenbaumer (Director); Graham 
Edwards (Director); Mark Crisson (Director); Mike Wise as proxy for Les Evans (KEPCO); Mike Risan 
(BEPC); Heather Starnes as proxy Ray Wahle (MRES); Rob Janssen, by phone (Dogwood); Paul Malone 
as proxy for Traci Bender (NPPD); and Bill Grant (Xcel).  SPP Staff included Michael Desselle, Carl 
Monroe, Paul Suskie, Charles Locke, and Josh Phillips.  Other guests participated in person or via phone 
(Attendance – Attachments 1 and 2).   
 
Mike Risan moved and Larry Altenbaumer seconded minutes from the April 20, 2017 meeting (Meeting 
Minutes – Attachment 3).   The Amended March 21, 2017 minutes were included for review purposes 
only (Amended Minutes – Attachment 4).   

Agenda Item 2 – Review of SPC’s Policy Decision (4-Step Process) 

Paul Suskie reminded the Committee of its motion that passed on April 20 (Zonal Placement Examples 
Presentation – Attachment 5).  For reference, the Clean and Redline Zonal Placement Criteria (SPP Staff 
Zonal Placement Proposal 5-03-17 Clean – Attachment 6, and the SPP Staff Zonal Placement Proposal 
5-03-17 Redline – Attachment 7) were included in the background material. 

Agenda Item 3 – Decision on Placement of the 4 Steps into Governing Documents 

Paul advised that a decision was needed regarding the formalization of the Four-Step process into SPP’s 
governing documents and provided four options for the Committee’s consideration (1. White Paper, 2. 
Process Document, 3. Business Practice or 4. Tariff).  Staff recommended a business practice, but after 
debate, Richard Ross moved that the Four-Step process be approved as a Process Document.  Bill Grant 
seconded the motion, which passed without opposition.  Staff will present the Document for approval at 
the next SPC meeting. 

Agenda Item 4– Additional Policy Options for SPC Consideration 

Paul Suskie advised the Committee that staff had developed some additional policy options for which it 
was seeking the SPC’s consideration.  He described the options as ranging from staff’s expectations of 
greater to lesser consensus (Attachment 5 – Slide 6).  Charles Locke described SPP’s proposed 
placement criteria: first, a determination of whether to place the transferring facilities into a new zone; and 
if not, a determination of how to integrate the transferring facilities into an existing zone.  Charles then 
walked through examples of how to apply Staff’s proposed zonal placement criteria in the various 
scenarios that Paul described.  Charles further noted that facilities to be placed in rates by the Applicant 
TO would be reviewed by SPP to check for consistency with SPP OATT Attachment AI.  Further, he 
noted that if approved for inclusion, SPP would also review minimum system assessments and 
comparability assessments.  Following significant debate with very limited consensus regarding four of 
the examples, Heather Starnes moved and Richard Ross seconded the following motion: “based upon 
previous action to incorporate the 4 steps into a process document, that we (SPC) conclude discussion 
on this issue and allow RR172 to move directly to MOPC.  The motion passed unanimously.  Additional 
discussions followed regarding the logistics of bringing the RR172 forward to the MOPC.    
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Strategic Planning Committee  Meeting No. 102 
June 2, 2017 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Next Steps and Meeting (June 26) 

Next steps include: 
• Review process document at next meeting;  
• June 26 meeting topic limited to High Priority Study scenarios.   

  
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
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Strategic Planning Committee  Meeting No. 103 
June 26, 2017 

 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Monday, June 26, 2017 

Conference Call 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order and Administrative Items 

Mike Wise (GSEC) called the meeting to order at 10:00 AM.  Members present included: Jake Langthorn 
(OGE); Richard Ross as proxy for Venita McCellon-Allen (AEP); Jim Eckelberger (Director); Larry 
Altenbaumer (Director); Graham Edwards (Director); Mark Crisson (Director); Les Evans (KEPCO); 
Dennis Florom (LES); Mike Risan (BEPC); Ray Wahle (MRES); Traci Bender (NPPD); and Bill Grant 
(Xcel).  Staff participating by phone included Lanny Nickell, Kelsey Allen, Antoine Lucas, Jason Davis, 
Charles Hendrix, Juliano Freitas, and Chris Jamieson.  Other guests participated via phone (Attendance – 
Attachments 1).   

Agenda Item 2 – 2018 High Priority Study Discussion 

Mike Wise began the discussion by noting that staff was seeking general guidance on the scenarios to be 
considered as part of the High Priority study.  Lanny Nickell added that this was not a detailed scope 
document, but a general framing of the scope and was seeking from the SPC a sense of the futures to be 
considered.  He described the timeline noting that a final scope would be presented to the Board in 
October. 
 
Traci Bender asked if the letter (June 23rd Letter to SPC, BOD and MC from 5 IOU members – 
Attachment 2) submitted to the SPC, Board and Members Committee on Saturday, June 24, 2017 from 
five representative SPP utility members (Empire District Electric Company, Kansas City Power & Light, 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric, Southwestern Public Service and Westar Energy) would be discussed.  That 
letter questioned the value of a high-priority study at this time and urged SPP to wait until the next ITP10 
study is performed.  Mike advised the Committee and participating stakeholders that SPC’s limited issue 
for consideration is the proposed scenarios to be studied: not, should the study be performed.  He 
indicated that the debate about “study or not” should occur at the Board.  When asked if the SPC would 
ever discuss the letter from members, Mike indicated that the “to study or not to study” debate could be 
conducted at the next SPC meeting (July 13th in Denver) and reminded participants that the Board 
directed SPP to present a high priority study to determine ways to mitigate the chronically frequently 
constrained areas that have existed for years.  
 
Having advised the SPC, Mike asked staff to present their recommendation (2018 High Priority Study – 
Attachment 3).  Kelsey Allen then described the additional analysis to be performed whose objective is to 
develop future scenarios to show a range of potential benefits of the Potter to Tolk 345 kV line under 
uncertainty of assumptions.  Further, he reiterated the Board’s direction to Staff.  Kelsey listed the 
scenario drivers (Flat load forecasts; relatively low natural gas prices; Generation Retirements; Resource 
adequacy expectations; and GI Queue assumptions).  He noted that across the scenarios, load and 
natural gas price forecast, retirements and resource adequacy assumptions would remain consistent; 
however, GI queue expectations would vary.  Lanny reminded stakeholders that the goal of the study was 
not necessarily to issue NTCs, but to manage expectations.  Kelsey described the five varying 
interconnection costs thresholds and finally recommended to the SPC developing three scenarios from 
the five thresholds.   
 
At this point Richard Ross raised his objection to the High Priority study and suggested a different 
approach (Richard Ross alternate approach – Attachment 4).  Richard submitted this approach 
immediately prior to the commencement of the conference call.  Mike Wise again suggested that if a 
different outcome was desired, that that debate should occur at the next SPC meeting, but that the focus 
of the call was to advise staff on the scenarios for consideration.  Several expressed that Richard’s 
alternate approach had merit and warranted further discussion at the July SPC meeting.   
 



Strategic Planning Committee  Meeting No. 103 
June 26, 2017 
 
Following other dissenting opinions, Mike noted that the SPC will discuss this further at the next SPC 
meeting and consequently no decision was made regarding the scenarios to be studied.      
  

Agenda Item 3 – Summary of Action Items 

Next steps include: 
• Discuss at the July SPC meeting.   

  
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 



2018 High Priority 
Study
SPC

July 13th, 2017
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Overview
• MOPC feedback update

• Brief review of SPP scenario approach

• Alternative approaches discussion

• Requesting formal feedback/endorsement on the 
proposed approach(es) to develop different 
scenarios as well as an appropriate range (number 
of scenarios)
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SPP Scenario Approach Recap
• Scenario drivers

 Load forecasts - continue to remain relatively flat
 Natural gas price forecast - continue to remain relatively low
 Generation forecasts – ITP under forecast of SPP GI queue

• Interconnection cost considerations
 The previous 7.6GW of wind placed in service had an average cost of 

$32,500/MW
 Interconnection costs under $100,000/MW ceiling are low to mid range 

and have an average cost of $34,500/MW
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Renewable Saturation Analysis
• Goal:  Determine amount of installed renewable capacity 

that can sink to SPP load with reasonable energy based 
curtailments

• Analysis
 Perform production cost simulations
 Remove transmission constraints

 No flowgates
 No marginal loss costs considered in dispatch

 No external exchange of energy
 Vary installed renewable capacity sinking to load
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AEP’s Alternative Approach
• Evaluate the system in terms of transmission service 

already confirmed and congestion hedges (ARRs/LTCRs)
 Evaluate the last cycle of hedge requests
 Identify the requests left unfulfilled
 Determine the impacts of counterflow not requested in the 

ARR process
 Determine upgrades necessary to allow awarding of those 

unfulfilled requests

• Evaluate varying solution sets required to grant portions 
of unfulfilled requests
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SPP Observations of 
Alternative Approach
• Pros
 Much less model development and analysis required
 Will help to alleviate under allocation of requested hedges
 May resolve current and expected system congestion

• Cons
 No clear/vetted mechanism to evaluate cost vs. benefit of 

solutions
 No mechanism to assess longevity of solutions
 Will not resolve issue of disconnect between TSR and 

ARR/TCR processes
 Does not consider counterflow or redispatch allowed in the 

TSR process
 Potential to overbuild transmission due to nature of ARR/TCR 

process
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High Priority Options
• SPP proposal to develop solutions following ITP 

methodology to identify issues
 Need direction on scenarios

• AEP proposal to develop solutions utilizing ARR/TCR 
models to identify issues

• Hybrid approach
 Develop solutions using either methodology and evaluate those 

utilizing the other process
 Develop solutions using both methodologies and evaluate in both 

processes

• Other scenario approaches?
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Appendix
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2017 ITP10 Additional Analysis
• Objective:  develop future scenarios to show a range of 

potential benefits of the Potter to Tolk 345 kV line under 
uncertainty of assumptions

• Key uncertainty drivers in the 2017 ITP10
 Load forecasts

 High projections, recognizing decreases in forecasts year to year

 Generation forecasts
 High amount of proxy conventional resources, inconsistent with 

stakeholder expectations
 Low assumption of renewable resources, inconsistent with SPP and 

stakeholder expectations

• Due to the limited objective, this analysis:
 Was able to show the project to be cost beneficial under 

certain assumptions
 Was not able to determine, with certainty, if the project was the 

best comprehensive solution
 Did not evaluate potential transmission needs in other areas 

that could arise under the studied scenarios 1015 of 84



Board Action – April 2017
• The SPP Board accepted SPP staff’s 

recommendation to remove the Potter to Tolk 345 
kV line from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio

• The Chairman of the SPP Board directed the 
development of a High Priority Study scope for 
consideration in July 2017 in order to appropriately 
assess the needs in the Texas panhandle
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Objective
• Proposed Study Objective

 Analyze areas of the footprint where historical market 
congestion may persist or increase over time

• Why study more than the Texas Panhandle?
 Focus areas of the 2017 ITP10 were the Texas Panhandle (not 

resolved) and the SPP Eastern Seam (resolved CUS)
 Most 2017 ITP10 solutions are small upgrades that were 

intended to provide incremental relief until the impact of 
changing assumptions and more targeted analysis could be 
performed in future assessments

 Scenarios analyzed in the 2017 ITP10 Additional Analysis are 
likely to impact areas beyond the Texas Panhandle
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Scenario Drivers
• Typical major scenario drivers

 Load forecasts - continue to remain relatively flat
 Natural gas price forecast - continue to remain relatively low
 Generation forecasts

 Retirements
 Resource adequacy expectations

 12% Reserve Margin
 Deliverable Capacity*

 SPP generation interconnection queue assumptions

• Recommended scenario inputs
 Consistent inputs across scenarios

 Load and natural gas price forecasts
 Retirements
 Approach to resource adequacy

 Vary expectation of generator interconnections commencing 
commercial operation

13* The accredited capacity of a Resource that is determined to be deliverable in an annual Deliverability Study for a 
Summer Season.
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Analyzing the SPP GI Queue
• SPP GI queue is renewable heavy

 43.4 GW analyzed to date*

 Over 30 GW of additional requests in most recent windows

• Not all queue positions will go into commercial operation

• SPP ITP studies consistently under forecast renewable 
development
 2017 ITP10 reference case forecasted ~17.5GW in 2025

 ~17.1GW expected to go in service by end of 2017

• Capacity determination criteria
 Forecast potential capacity levels by varying a “not to exceed” ceiling 

of network upgrade costs
 Apply ceiling to each GI queue position and sum capacity by ceiling 

level

14* Through DISIS-2016-001
19 of 84



DRAFT 

An alternate approach to the High Priority Study 

(1) Evaluate the congestion on the system in terms of the service that has already been confirmed 
and the congestion hedges (ARRs/LTCRs) that have been left unfulfilled. 

(2) Review the requests and results from the last cycle of annual ARR (&/or LTCR) requests and in 
particular the amounts of those requests that went unfulfilled. 

(3) Using the ARR/TCR modeling; the objective of the study would be to determine the upgrades 
necessary to allow the awarding of those unfulfilled requests. 

(4) As an alternative or sensitivity, the study could evaluate what would be required to grant some 
portion of those requests (75% or 60% instead of 100%).   

(5) Discussion items: 

a. It may be adequate to simply study the Annual ARR requests.  If both annual ARRs and 
LTCRs were evaluated, SPP would have to recognize some overlap exists between the 
annual ARR and LTCR requests. 

b. Ideally during the course of the study we would identify establish some sort of direct 
linkage to the awarding of the ARRS/LTCRs.  However, that may not be possible in the 
context of a High Priority Study.   

c. The SPC/Members/Board would need to recognize that even if the study were 
conducted at the 100% level, the current LTCR & ARR processes might only award a 
portion of those requests due to the proration down of the system during the LTCR & 
Annual ARR studies.  

d. Any upgrades resulting from such an approach would have the dual function of (i) 
providing & completing the firm service commitments made by SPP already; and (ii) 
accommodating additional wind delivery across the region. 

e. There issue that the ARR/LTCR solution engine still awards substantial amounts of 
limited flowgate capability to requests that have a small impact on the limited elements. 
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June 23, 2017 
 
To:    Strategic Planning Committee, SPP Board of Directors and Members Committee 
Subject:  Potter to Tolk 345k V Project and Proposed High Priority Study 
 
 
The undersigned Transmission Owners and load-serving SPP Members would like to share our views on 
the withdrawal of the Potter-Tolk 345kV project (“Potter-Tolk”) from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio as well as 
our thoughts regarding the high-priority study recently directed by SPP’s Chairman of the Board. 
 
We believe the additional analysis performed by SPP Staff correctly analyzed relevant project 
assumptions and correctly recommended the withdrawal of Potter-Tolk from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio. 
The additional study was essential to reveal sufficient credible, relevant and up-to-date information to 
reach the most cost-effective decision for end-use customers in the SPP footprint.   
 
Transmission planning studies are the basis for approving transmission expansion projects in SPP.  If new 
information is available, it should be considered at the time the study is performed.  That is what 
happened when the SPP planning staff reevaluated the Potter-Tolk project.  In January, the Board of 
Directors directed SPP Staff to perform additional studies on this project.  SPP sought to include all 
available model changes when completing its analysis, including updated load data, newly announced 
wind generation in the SPS system, and updating generation resources.  That is what we would expect 
them to do.   
 
We question the value of a high-priority study at this time. SPP Staff has already evaluated the 
congestion in the area and the analysis showed value only when the models included extraordinarily 
high levels of wind in the region.  The next SPP ITP10 is presently being developed. That process will 
study this area along with all other areas of the SPP and provide a comprehensive solution for the 
region.  We believe this is the appropriate approach for evaluating the need for the Potter-Tolk facilities 
and any other resulting facilities. 
 
Additional transmission development might indeed be needed for additional wind development. The 
unanswered question is, at whose expense and for what benefit? We are concerned that a special high 
priority study will circumvent the generator interconnection and aggregate study processes that are 
used to identify cost-causers and the assignment of costs associated with the relevant tariff provisions. 
 
We encourage SPP Staff, our fellow Members, and the Board to consider the recent experience in 
California highlighted in the Bates White 2017 “Southwest Power Pool Annual Looking Forward Report. 
In the section discussing the impact of flattening demand, Bates White explains California ISO’s most 
recent transmission plan: 
 

 “[California ISO] which, in its most recent transmission plan, cancelled several planned 
transmission projects and put several others on hold due to changing circumstances, but in 
particular declining load forecasts and increased penetration of distributed energy resources. 
This shows how the impact on transmission investment is already being felt.” 

 
 
SPP is not the only RTO/ISO facing uncertainties in its transmission planning efforts, particularly with 
respect to changing load forecasts and generation resources.  The fact that our region took additional 
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time to evaluate a $170 million investment should be applauded, not disparaged.  Our end-use 
customers depend upon us to make the best decisions possible on their behalf.  We believe it is not only 
appropriate, but mandatory that those decisions are well considered and lead to the most cost-effective 
solutions in delivering low-cost and reliable service. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Empire District Electric Company 
Kansas City Power & Light 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Southwestern Public Service 
Westar Energy 
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1

Interconnection Seams 
Study Update

July 2017

Jay Caspary
Director – Research, Development & Tariff Services
jcaspary@spp.org
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Agenda
• DOE Interconnection Seams Study overview

• Timeline

• Transmission Modeling

• Results

• Costs
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Disclaimer

3

►This deck includes materials which were presented at the TRC 
meeting 5/17 and are subject to change as this project is 
concluded.  While the models and inputs have been vetted on 
several occasions with stakeholders, caution needs to be 
exercised in drawing conclusions and sharing results… 
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DOE-funded, NREL-led Interconnection Seams Study

4

• $1.2M, 18 month EI-WECC Seams and HVDC 
Overlay Study approved as part of DOE’s Grid 
Modernization Laboratory Collaborative (GMLC)  
 Strong industry support
 Opportunity to not just replace in-kind the aging 

B2B HVDC Ties between EI and WECC
 Three DC Scenarios
 Status Quo
 Modernized/Optimized Seam with 

Rightsized/Relocated B2B and/or Links 
 Macrogrid Overlay 

• Promising preliminary results

• Additional analyses being discussed 
26 of 84



Diversity in Resources and Load Centers
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6• http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/seams.html
• Seams TRC 4 v7 Final.pptx

WI & EI Back-to-Back HVDC Ties

Western 
Interconnection
(WI)

Eastern 
Interconnection
(EI)
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7

Conceptual Scenarios
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8

Wind and Solar Data: Capacity Factors

• 2004-2006
• 80m towers

2007-2013
100m towers, 3 tower types, 3 bins
Modified:

Eastern/Western Wind Dataset [1] Wind Toolkit Dataset [1]

53% < CF < 57%

50% < CF < 52%

41% < CF < 49%

20% < CF < 40%

[1] http://www.nrel.gov/gis/data_wind.html

53% < CF < 57%

50% < CF < 52%

41% < CF < 49%

20% < CF < 40%

1. Eastern Interconnection Study
2. Western Interconnection Study
3. EIPC Phase 1 & 2
4. EISPC-NARUC

* Previous CEP work using this 
dataset

• De-rated capacity factors by 10% to 
approximate net (from gross)

• For Appalachian Ridgeline area, reduced 
potential resource and increased cost 
multiplier.
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Comprehensive Economic and Reliability 
Analysis with Integrated Data

9

► Models are chosen to ask a specific set of 
questions
◼ CGT-Plan

• Capital and operating costs 2024-2038
• Generation and transmission system for 2038

◼ PLEXOS
• Operating costs 2038
• Hourly unit commitment and 5 minute economic 

dispatch
◼ PSSE

• Steady state AC power flow
• N-1 contingency

► Consistent data between modeling domains
◼ Wind

• 2012 WIND Toolkit
◼ Solar

• 2012 NSRDB
◼ Transmission and Generation

• WECC TEPPC 2026-Western Interconnection
• MMWG 2024-Eastern Interconnection

◼ Load 
• 2012 FERC
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Timeline

10

►June 15-30, 2017
◼Finalize capacity expansion

►July 15-31, 2107
◼Finalize PCM 2038

►August 1-14, 2017
◼Finalize AC power flow 2038

►September 15-30, 2017
◼Final webinar
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Base Design Information

11

All designs – Cost Info
• All oprtnl, invstmnt costs assessed at NPV w/ real DR=5.7%. 
• Annual CO2 cost rate of increase: $3/mton per yr
• Fuel cost forecasts according to AEO 2017 (med-gas)
• Gen investment base costs according to NREL ATB 2016
• Technology maturation rates from NREL ATB 2016
• Transmission base costs according to EIPC/B&V
• Gen & trans regional cost multipliers from EIPC/WECC
• Run for 15 yrs w/ 7 investment periods (every other yr)

All designs – General Info
• Use of 169 bus model (68 EI buses, 101 WI buses)
• 4 regions: West, Northwest, Midwest, East
• Wind uses 100-m tower CFs ~ 0.45-0.50
• RPS not enforced
• Demand growth per NEEM & WI (E3) per state
• DG growth per AEO 2016, 3% per yr
• 19 operating blocks per year
• Gen capacity investment limited to ~40GW/year 

Base Design 2a Information
• All B2B ties may grow without constraint.

Base Design 2b Information
• 3 line design with B2B investments allowed.
• ID of 3 lines from highest investments in 10 line design
• Self-contingent w/o flow limit (3 lines, 7B2B parallel 

paths)
• Lines may have unequal capacity.

Base Design 3 Information
• Used MISO topology & terminal locations.
• All segments have equal capacity
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Transmission Modeling

12

• TEPPC Interface Limits

• EI Interface Limits from 
Capacity Expansion model

• Thermal limits down to some 
voltage level (i.e. 345kV, 
500kV?)

• Wheeling and Hurdle Rates
 TEPPC in WI
 Unique for each interface

 ERGIS used $10/MWh
 Move to unique by interface?
 Intra-market region hurdles?
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13

Base Design Results

Retirements are modest – model keeps fossil units for capacity (not energy)! 

Retirement 
criteria: 
If a unit is not 
dispatched at all 
in a given year, 
then it is retired 
in next year.
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14

Robust AC Upgrades
These AC transmission investments were made in every base design.

AC Upgrades>0 GW

AC Upgrades>1GW

Flow directions are average across all 
blocks in last year.

Midwest 
North

Midwest 
South

Midwe
st 
central

Northwes
t

Southwes
t
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15

Solar

Wind

Gas

Cross-Seam Transmission Capacity 
InvestmentID B2B GW

1 BW 0
2 EDDY 0
3 LAMAR 0
4 MC 0
5 RC 0
6 SID 0
7 STEG 0

Total 0

Base Design 1: No B2B upgrades

Solar WI

Solar EI

Gas WI

Gas EI

Wind Total
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16

Cross-Seam Transmission Capacity 
InvestmentID B2B GW

1 BW 0.558
2 EDDY 0.200
3 LAMAR 0.200
4 MC 3.494
5 RC 2.448
6 SID 1.831
7 STEG 1.551

Total 11.939

Solar

Wind

Gas

Base Design 2a: B2B upgrades
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17

Cross-Seam Transmission Capacity 
InvestmentID B2B GW

1 BW 0.200
2 EDDY 0.200
3 LAMAR 2.916
4 MC 2.155
5 RC 1.547
6 SID 0.672
7 STEG 1.584

Line a 2.990
Line b 9.188
Line c 13.586
Total 35.0360

Solar

Wind

Gas

Base Design 2b: Upgraded Seam
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18

Cross-Seam Transmission Capacity 
InvestmentID GW/line Total GW

1-15 12.867 193.858

Solar

Wind

Gas

Base Design 3: Macrogrid

Solar WI

Solar EI

Gas WI

Gas EI

Wind Total
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Base Design Results (B$, NPV)

19

Design 1 Design 2a Delta Design 2b Delta Design 3 Delta

Objective Function ($B) 3,712.6 3,698.8 14 B$ 3,687.7 25 B$ 3,648.2 64 B$

Transmission Investment Cost 
($B)

23.2 28.4 5.2 40.4 17.2 89 65.8

Generation Investment Cost ($B) 703.1 703.9 0.8 703 -0.1 717.4 14.3

Fixed O&M Cost ($B) 1031.8 1020.6 -11.2 1023 -9.3 1036.4 4.6

Variable O&M Cost ($B) 175.5 175 -0.5 170.6 -4.9 164.7 -10.8

Fuel Cost ($B) 1224.8 1219.8 -5 1207 -18.3 1123.3 -101.5

Carbon Cost ($B) 347.2 343.4 -3.8 337.2 -10 310.4 -36.8

Regulation Up Reserve Cost ($B) 81.6 81.1 -0.5 81.3 -0.3 81.2 -0.4
Regulation Down Reserve Cost 

($B)
35.5 35.6 0.1 35.7 0.2 35.5 0

Contingency Reserve Cost ($B) 90 90.9 0.9 90.6 0.6 90.4 0.4

Total Generation Investment (GW) 600 600 0 600 0 600 0

Total Generation Retired (GW) 143.9 162.7 18.8 170.3 28.2 177.8 33.9
Total AC Transmission Investment 

(GW)
102.4 110.7 8.3 106.7 4.3 91.5 -9.9

Total DC Transmission Investment 
(GW)

0 11.18 11.18 34.8 38.4 193.6 196.3

Year 2038 CO2 Emissions (Mton) 1.08 E12 1.07 E12 -1.0 E10 1.05 E12 -3.0 E10 9.16 E11 -1.6 E11

Delta from Design 1
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Observations / Next Steps

20

►Harmonized models and datasets are an important and valuable 
step in shaping future dialogue and assessments

►Significant AC expansion is needed 2024-2038 absent any 
changes to EI-WECC Seams facilities.

►Distributed PV in SPP is 1.1GW+ at 96 substations in 2024
►Objective function represents net benefits of each scenario which 

incorporates transmission expansion costs that are the 
denominator of B/C ratios used by SPP and others.  Preliminary 
results show B/Cs of 3.7, 2.5 and 2.0 for Scenarios 2a, 2b and 3, 
respectively.

►Welcome input from SPP working groups and stakeholders on 
preliminary results and next steps to help inform SPP Planning 42 of 84
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Insights
1. There are five large AC transmission reinforcements that occur in every design and every 

sensitivity. These are as follows:
a. Midwest-North flowing eastwards and a bit southwards.
b. Midwest-South flowing eastwards and both southwards and northwards.
c. West-Central flowing westwards and a bit southwards.
d. Southwest flowing westwards
e. Northwest flowing northwestwards. Attractive wind (100m) and solar cost/performance 

are main drivers to generation investments, so much so that gas price and CO2 cost do not 
have huge effect. 

2. Solar becomes very competitive with wind after 2030; we are not sure that solar moves heavily 
across Seams, although we might not be capturing time-zone effect as well as PCM will.

3. In spite of non-negligible CO2 cost ($3/Mton/yr), the model does not retire all coal and gas, 
and it builds some gas. But it builds a lot of wind and solar. The model sees it to be most 
economic to supply ENERGY with wind and solar and retain fossil units to supply CAPACITY.

4. There are two main drivers for benefits of cross-seams transmission:
a. Wind energy moving from middle of US to coasts.
b. Capacity sharing.

5. Macrogrid realizes most benefit because it is most effective in taking advantage of capacity 
sharing.
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The simple picture

1. Transm capacity less costly than gen 
capacity.

2. Transm+highCF wind less costly than 
lowCF wind alone.

3. Transmission enables regions to 
share planning reserves.

4. Transm enables sharing of cheap 
energy across time zones.
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Sensitivities
1. Perform model-check sensitivities (model 2a only):

(a) Increase # of blocks; (b) # of line candidates; (c) # of investment periods.

2. Evaluate terminal locations for Designs 2b & 3 
(see Appendix 1):
a) Design 2b: Run screening w/ candidates between all existing/proposed 

HVDC terminals and SPP-proposed terminals. Then rerun Design 2b.
b) Design 3: Rerun Design 3 w/terminal locations adjusted, particularly those 

near to Seam (Design 3 electrical topology will not be changed). 

3. Perform future condition sensitivities (all four designs), 
in this order:
a) No sharing of regulation, contingency, or planning reserves
b) Low, medium, high gas prices;
c) $3, $5 CO2 cost rate increase/year;
d) With all state’s RPS enforced;
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Needs From 6/14 SSC Meeting
• Access to models, datasets, etc. 

• Existing system constraints, including stability limits, near B2B 
ties must be addressed

• Key inputs and study assumption details with granularity as 
expected by stakeholders, e.g., 2024 baseline assumptions for 
all resources especially wind and solar by zones/areas, base 
carbon price, etc.

• Key outputs, e.g., benefits by zones/areas over time, AC 
expansion in each case (particularly the base and incremental 
impacts), HVDC expansion details, e.g., terminals, capabilities, 
need date, etc., thresholds for  curtailments, resource changes 
by zone/areas by year and drivers, e.g., resource CFs, level of 
demand response/storage in solutions, etc.  
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  1 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION, SCOPE & STEPS 

SUBSECTION A: INTRODUCTION TO ZONAL PLACEMENT 
 

As the SPP region has expanded, the number of transmission pricing Zones in the SPP Tariff and the 
number of Transmission Owners has grown commensurately.  When SPP was approved as a 
Regional Transmission Organization in 2004, the Tariff included 15 pricing Zones and 15 separate 
Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (ATRR) amounts for Transmission Owners 
receiving revenue under the Tariff.  As of January 2017, the Tariff included 18 pricing Zones and 47 
separate Zonal ATRR amounts for Transmission Owners.   This expansion has been addressed over 
the years through a variety of proceedings at the FERC.  In view of the proceedings at FERC related 
to these zonal placement issues and concerns expressed by parties affected by the proceedings, the 
following zonal placement process was developed for application when existing facilities are to be 
transferred to the functional control of SPP.    

 

SUBSECTION B: SCOPE 
 

The scope of the process for the placement of the costs of existing facilities in SPP zonal rates 
(“zonal placement process”) is limited to:  

1. Integration of a potential SPP Transmission Owner’s existing facilities with resulting impact on 
Zonal ATRR under Schedule 9, or  

2. Purchase by a current SPP Transmission Owner of existing facilities that were not previously 
included in Zonal ATRR under Schedule 9. 

The Tariff already contains rules for ratemaking and cost recovery for newly planned and 
constructed facilities under Schedule 11 and Attachment J and for designation of ownership of new 
facilities under Attachments O and Y.  Therefore, this process focuses on the ownership of existing 
facilities and Zonal ATRR only and it does not address Order 1000 issues associated with new 
facilities.  This process also does not address facilities that already are under the Tariff and included 
in Schedule 9 because such facilities already have been placed in a Zone.   

Capitalized terms in this document that are not used in the SPP Tariff are defined in Appendix A.    
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  2 

SUBSECTION C: STEPS IN THE ZONAL PLACEMENT PROCESS 
 

Four Steps in the Zonal Placement Process: 

1. Notification:  An entity (“Applicant Transmission Owner” or “ATO”) notifies SPP of its intent 
to transfer functional control of existing facilities to SPP and to initiate a filing with FERC to 
recover the ATRR of such facilities through Schedule 9. 

2. Information Request:  Upon receipt of notification from the ATO, SPP requests that the ATO 
provide information necessary for evaluating zonal placement of the facilities.  Details are 
provided in Section 2: Informational Requirements below. 

3. Integration Analysis:  Upon receipt of the requested information and based on preliminary 
review of the information, SPP promptly notifies the TO(s) and Network Customers in 
Zones that may be considered for designation as an Integration Zone(s).  SPP then reviews 
the information provided and conducts a zonal placement analysis to determine whether a 
new zone should be established, and if not, which existing Zone the facilities are to be 
placed within.    SPP also evaluates the cost shifts resulting from the transfer of facilities and 
provides the results of the zonal placement and cost shift analysis to the ATO and to the 
TO(s) and Network Customers in the Integration Zone(s).  The affected Network Customers 
are those paying a load ratio share of SPP Tariff Schedule 9 charges in the Integration 
Zone(s).  SPP staff shall provide the zonal placement and cost shift analysis to the affected 
parties no later than 45 days after receipt of all necessary information. In addition to the 
zonal placement and cost shift analyses, SPP will conduct an assessment of whether the 
Transferring Facilities meet the conditions of Attachment AI for classification as 
transmission. 

4. Affected Parties’ Negotiation:  The ATO and the TO(s) and affected Network Customers in 
the Integration Zone(s) are provided an opportunity to discuss the zonal placement 
decision and any resulting issues, including potential cost shifts.  The discussion period will 
be 45 days unless otherwise agreed by the parties.  SPP will be available to facilitate such 
discussion if requested.  This discussion may lead to a mutually agreed arrangement for 
addressing cost shifts.  Such an agreement can be effectuated by a filing at FERC. 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  3 

SECTION 2: INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The ATO must provide information to SPP for the purpose of SPP’s evaluation of the zonal 
placement of the facilities for which an ATRR is to be added to Schedule 9 by inclusion in 
Attachment H, Table 1, Column 3.  This data set is to contain information about the following:  

1. Data on the integration of facilities, including the number, voltage, and capacity of 
interconnections with existing SPP Zones and degree to which the facilities are embedded in 
existing SPP Zones 

2. Current integration of planning and operations of the facilities with existing SPP Zones or 
existing SPP TOs 

3. Identification of those facilities the ATO intends to transfer to SPP’s functional control and 
include in its transmission rate base under Attachment AI criteria, including any planned 
facilities for which the ATO will have made a financial commitment prior to the expected date of 
facilities transfer  

4. Information that addresses the reliability and comparability of the Transferring Facilities relative 
to the existing facilities in the Integration Zone(s) and under NERC Reliability Standards, SPP 
Criteria, and local planning criteria 

5. Revenue requirement of the Transferring Facilities and the primary components of that revenue 
requirement calculation, plus: 
- Projected cost and revenue requirement of any planned upgrade for which a financial 

commitment will have been made prior to the facilities transfer date and which is not 
included in the ATO’s current total revenue requirement  

- Estimated per MW rate effects the facilities transfer would have on the Network Customers 
served through the Transferring Facilities and on the other Network Customers’ load in the 
Integration Zone(s).  These rate impact estimates will not be required initially but will be 
calculated after the zonal placement analysis has been conducted.  

- Cost effect of termination or modification of any agreement(s) with existing SPP TOs and 
cost effect of any elimination of rate pancaking as a result of zonal integration 

6. Peak load and annual energy usage of the load associated with the Transferring Facilities and 
identification of any such load and energy in existing SPP Zones 

7. Miles of transmission lines at each voltage level and number of substations that the ATO intends 
to include in its ATRR under Schedule 9 

8. Geographical service area of the load associated with the Transferring Facilities 

After determination of the Integration Zone(s), SPP also will require information from the existing 
TO(s) in the Zone(s) regarding the projected cost and revenue requirement of any planned 
Schedule 9 upgrade for which a financial commitment will have been made prior to the ATO’s 
facilities transfer date and which is not included in the existing TO’s current zonal ATRR.  

All information submitted will be subject to review and verification by SPP.  Based on this review, 
SPP may correct the data as it deems appropriate, with notification to the submitting entity, prior to 
using it in evaluation of zonal placement.   
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  4 

The ATO must provide the information with sufficient lead time for SPP staff to perform its review 
and formulate a zonal determination prior to the next step that includes discussions between the 
ATO and the existing TO(s) and Network Customer(s) in the Integration Zone(s). 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  5 

 

SECTION 3: NEGOTIATION AND FILING 

After notification of the results of SPP’s cost shift analysis, the ATO will have an opportunity to 
address potential cost shifts in discussions with the other TO(s) and the Network Customers in the 
Integration Zone(s).  If this discussion results in mutual agreement regarding mitigation of cost 
shifts, the agreed arrangement shall be filed with the FERC.  If agreement is not reached, SPP shall 
submit any other filings that are required under the Membership Agreement.  
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process  6 

 

APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS 

Applicant Transmission Owner (ATO) 

An entity owning transmission facilities that it proposes to transfer to SPP’s functional control and 
for which the entity intends to seek cost recovery under Schedule 9.  This may include either a 
company that is not currently a Transmission Owner under the Tariff or a current Transmission 
Owner that is purchasing facilities not previously under the Tariff. 

Integration Zone 

The pricing Zone in which the Transferring Facilities are to be placed.  

Transferring Facilities 

The existing facilities not currently under the functional control of SPP and not included in Tariff 
rates, which an Applicant Transmission Owner proposes to place under SPP’s functional control, 
which meet the criteria of Attachment AI to qualify as transmission facilities under the Tariff, and 
for which an Applicant Transmission Owner intends to seek cost recovery through Schedule 9.   
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Resettlement of 
Att. Z2 Credits

July 2017 SPC Update
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Attachment Z2 Credits –
Resettlement of Historical Period

2

• At the end of the Z2 crediting project, the historical 
period (2008-2016) was processed and invoiced

• Subsequent to that processing, disputes were 
submitted and internal review of the input data 
identified some issues

• Minor defects also were addressed within the 
system

• To correct for these items, a resettlement needs to 
occur for both the historical period and months 
subsequent to the historical period
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Schedule

• June – August
 Update the input files for resettlement
 Simulate the processing to determine payoff 

situations and timing

• September
 Reprocess March 2008 through July 2017

• October
 Post updated results to invoices through the 

settlements system
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Impacts on Members 
and Customers

• The same processes are being applied
 No new training/education needed
 No changes to shadow settlement systems 

needed

• The overall level of credits and payment 
obligations is expected to be similar to the 
initial Z2 settlement

• Specific company financial impacts will not 
be known until the calculations have been 
completed
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Questions
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Exit Study Task 
Force Report
July 2017
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Exit Study Task Force
• In response to request of the PUCT, SPP and ERCOT staff 

have completed separate but coordinated studies of the 
impact of a portion of the Lubbock Power & Light (LP&L) 
system exiting the SPS zone for ERCOT  

• The completed scope and timeline was provided to the 
Public Utility Commission of Texas for the January 26th

open meeting

• The completed studies and an executive summary 
addressing both studies were filed with the PUCT June 30th

• The question of who will fund the study still needs to be 
resolved

• The ESTF has also discussed the strategic issue(s) 
associated with entities moving from one RTO to another
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SPP Study Results
• The reliability analysis determined that 
 up to $5,100,000 of new transmission projects are required 

to account for LP&L’s disconnection from SPP 
 some previously identified transmission reliability issues 

would be relieved by LP&L’s disconnection resulting in a  
deferral or avoidance of up to approximately $1,087,000 of 
transmission upgrades

• The avoided project analysis determined that no 
additional projects other than those projects identified 
under the reliability analysis would be avoided.
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SPP Study Results
• The production cost analysis determined that in the 2020

production cost model year, if LP&L were connected to 
ERCOT the SPP region would see:
 a $64M-86M reduction in production costs and a $69M-101M 

reduction in adjusted production costs.
 The portion of Texas within SPP would see a $61M-89M reduction 

in production costs and a $70M-92M reduction in adjusted 
production costs.

• The production cost analysis determined that in the 2025
production cost model year, if LP&L were connected to 
ERCOT the SPP region would see:
 a $71M-105M reduction in production costs and a $74M-119M 

reduction in adjusted production costs.
 The portion of Texas within SPP would realize a $68M-113M 

reduction in production costs and a $78M-114M reduction in 
adjusted production costs.
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SPP Study Results
• The ATRR analysis determined that 
 Most of SPP’s zonal rates would rise an average of 1.3%
 SPS rates would decline approximately 9.3%, but because 

there would be approximately 10% less load in the SPS 
zone to pay the remaining requirements, that remaining 
load will see an increase in regional allocation (on a cost 
per MW basis) that is similar to the other SPP zones
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SPP Study Results
• The operational analysis evaluated high load/low wind and 

low load/high wind scenarios.
 Under the high load/low wind scenario the analysis 

determined that while loading on existing known 
constraints increased more than 35% in some instances 
and decreased in others 
 The changes were determined to be immaterial to real-

time operations since sufficient generation remained in 
the SPS/SPP region to be redispatched to mitigate 
potential overloads

 Under the low load/high wind scenario constraints in the 
southern part of SPS saw the greatest increase, and 
constraints north of Lubbock saw a reduction in loading. 
 SPP did not identify reliability concerns that could not 

be mitigated 
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SPP Study Results
• The ancillary services qualitative review of possible 

detrimental impacts associated with LP&L’s withdrawal 
indicate few, if any, negative effects on SPP’s ancillary 
service market.

• The qualitative review of possible impact to SPP’s 
congestion rights market associated with LP&L’s 
withdrawal suggests that some impacts will cause more 
congestion and some will relieve congestion. 
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Strategic Issues 

8

• Should there be a response to address instances when 
loads or partial loads leave the SPP system?

• If a response is appropriate should there be distinctions 
between member and non-member withdrawal?
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Risk of Load Transfers to other Areas

9

Competition 
Source

Risk Level Risk Considerations Load at Risk

Western 
Interconnection

Negligible No market, high degree of 
electrical separation

None

MISO Low to Medium Markets are similar, price 
separation insignificant, 
political drivers could 
exist, capacity reqs could 
be less due to usage of 
coincident application

Uncertain

ERCOT Medium to High ERCOT doesn’t require 
capacity, certain areas are 
electrically close, all 
transmission is socialized

Some or all of 
Lubbock, Amarillo,
ETEC, NTEC, 
Rayburn, and GSEC 
load (~ 1,700 MW) 
***

AECI Low No market Uncertain

*** Rayburn Country has a docket before the PUCT to change a 
point of deliverability into ERCOT
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Strategic Options

10

• Create more incentives for load to remain in SPP

• Incorporate protection mechanisms for members 
in the tariff or membership agreement
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